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Ever since I started my weight loss journey 7 years ago I would never imagine how cooking the way I do

now would be something I am instilling into my childrens life and be possible for me to incorporate into

their meals . My 9 year old loves when I make those  " weird " recipes that I call different ethnic style

recipes inspired by different places like Asia or Jamaica, and those so called " weird "recipes hes going

back for seconds and thirds! I honestly think he got my genes because this kid is not afraid to try

anything different or out of the box like my braised veal chops in curry coconut sauce. That boy licked

the plate clean and momma was pretty happy about it so you can call it a WIN WIN!

 

What inspired me to keep going on my weight loss journey was the fact that I could still do what I love

which was to cook, basically tweaking traditional recipes that I loved growing up and using healthier

wholesome ingredients to swap for . The other important aspect of creating these recipes was to

properly portion them out well so the meals werent over 500 calories a serving that way I was still able

to lose the weight throughout my cooking train! Most recipes I do come across and even healthy ones

from time to time will be extremely overportioned like a cookie that was 600 calories and had over 35g

of sugar or a dinner meal that was over 600 calories a serving and had over 4 servings of fat or even just

unnecesary amounts of sweeteners. It is just as easy to add natural sweetener like fruit juice or cooked

down fruit to naturally sweeten a recipe without adding any added sugars which would give most

people inflammation, bloat and cravings.

 

Most of the recipes I do also create are minimal in natural sugar, have the right amounts of portion per

meal and the best part is that they are enjoyable and family friendly! Lets just say my 7 year old is going

through some sort of phase because all he will eat is rice and plain pasta not even with sauce or cheese ,

ocassionally will eat what my mother in law makes for him but I think its just the idea that you hear all

the "OMG this is so good" at their table that it gets him to try it. All he sees is color at home that he gets

freaked out about but im hoping its just a phase or funk mothers please tell me it gets better here! My

approach here has obviously changed but I do let my kids indulge once in a while and  I think thats why

that arent as rebellious. 

 

What I plan on sharing in this EBOOK and many others is tips on how to portion out your recipes so

they are going to give it the same taste that you are looking for and at the same time not compromise

your weight loss goals! Have fun with these recipes and enjoy them as much as I did they are staples in

my kitchen. Make sure to tag me on Instagram and send me pictures I love seeing you guys recreate

them! @Flavorful_FIT

H O W  I  R E C R E A T E  R E C I P E S
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Cauli�lower Fried Rice

Try controlling the amount of oil
in your recipe . Start with a tbsp

and add more if needed. Soy
sauce tends to be extremely

high in sodium swapping for low
sodium, liquid aminos or coconut

aminos has a far less sodium
amount that you can use in

recipes.

Swap this 

for this 

Tamari 
Low sodium

Braggs Big Tree





1 pound of fish or meat is 16 oz 
if you ask the butcher to cut that

into four then you will have
perfectly portioned 4 oz pieces

of protein . Less hassle to figure
out portioning! I normally use

half of it and freeze the extra 2
individually for lunches.





SWAP THIS FOR THIS

The average intake of sodium
is 1400mg a day . Most

people consume triple the
amount in a day leading to
water retention, headaches

and constant cravings.
Controlling the amount of
sodium is better to work

around than products that
already are sodium dense . 

CONTAINS MSG





Swap mushroom consomme for the real
thing ! If you are looking for exotic
mushrooms try finding dehydrated

mushrooms and rehydrating them in hot
water and adding it to your recipe .

Mushrooms are so earthy and add depth
to alot of recipes. When a recipe calls for

mushroom consomme  just slice up
regular mushrooms and saute the heck

out of them!





My favorite way to cook rice is to lightly saute
1/4 of the rice after its rinsed before adding in
the rice and water . Letting it cook and get
golden gives the rice such a nice kick to it when
you're having guests. I can smell the aroma just
about now !



HAPPY COOKING!
Make sure to tag and send photos to my instagram

@flavorful_fit I love getting your feedback!

For more recipes check out my website for dinner and dessert
cookbooks under SHOP!


